
hen looking through
my physical photo
archive recently (to
find any important

pics for my new Wyandotte book), I
found myself being flooded with a
sea of memories of pure breeds kept
over the last 20 or so years. 

We all associate particular fanciers
with certain breeds, and on our
obituary we may get a paragraph or
two of appreciation for our dedication
to that breed or variety, but often
waters run much deeper. How well do
we really know any of our fellow
fanciers? Do they really get the
recognition they deserve for their true
commitment to the hobby?

And although a fancier may settle on
a particular breed, it doesn’t mean
that he or she has tunnel vision for
that breed, or that others are all
invisible. In all likelihood a decision

will have been made that in order to
improve a particular variety, it needs
focus, so perhaps it becomes the sole
focus, or at least a drastic cut down on
the breeds kept.

For example, I am often regarded as a
Wyandotte man, but it’s not like I can’t
appreciate other breeds. I really love
Leghorns, Dorkings, Hamburghs,
Minorcas, Light Sussex, Orpingtons,
Cochins, Barnevelders, Indian Game,
and a host of other breeds. They all
have their charm. But it’s just that I
favour the Wyandotte slightly more, and
ultimately a decision has to be made.

In this archive of mine are many of
these breeds kept - not all quality but it
gave me experience nevertheless. In this
write-up I have pulled out some random
pics of mainly Wyandottes but also
Brahmas and Hamburghs, giving an
account of my experience with them…

Silver Spangled Hamburgh
Bantams

I had seen a pair of Silver Spangled
Hamburgh bantams at a local poultry
dealer’s house (around 1999). His
name was Ray, that’s all I knew. He
was in his senior years and his partner
was somewhat younger. I visited often
on my journey to work (12 hr
nightshifts in a factory), and it was
always good to see them. Ray
imported Bovans Nera and Lohman
hybrids, but had a few pure breeds
running around. He had his own
Silkie-Pekin hybrid which he swore
was better than Silkie-Sussex crosses. I
still remember them to this day - they
were gold in colour with smooth
feather and feathered legs. 

He had in one pen near the back of
his house, this beautiful pair of
Hamburghs. I knew they were Silver
Spangled bantams, because I
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remember them from the book
Bantams in Colour. Normally
everything was for sale, but I think
Ray had developed a fondness for this
pair, so the answer was a polite ‘no’
for a long time. I guess I must have
gradually worn him down, because
eventually he agreed to part with
them - and for a mere £20. I would
say it was a lot of money back then,
but it wasn’t!  My now wife, Louise,
agreed to buy them as a Christmas
present and managed to find a card
from Paul Chapman with a pair of
Spangled Hamburghs on. It was a
special Christmas that year, because I
was getting back into poultry in a big
way, so my present from mum and
dad was a Brinsea Polyhatch 42 egg
incubator (that hatched me thousands

of chicks). I’m certain there are many
fanciers that remember those!

The birds themselves looked like they
had come from quality stock not too
many generations ago, and they laid
unbelievably well. Despite my efforts
to encourage broodiness by letting
the eggs build up in the nest box,
they weren’t for sitting! The eggs
were always fertile from this pair and I
hatched and sold hundreds of them. I
just adored the combs of the males,
and they were really hardy ‘no fuss’
birds. Not sure they would have won
any shows, but I think the genes were
there if the right person were able to
select them.  I would keep them
again without a doubt!

Large Blue Partridge Brahmas

On my first visit to Jack Killeen and
Victoria Roberts’ house (inspired by an
earlier FF ‘At Home’ article), I was in
awe of a pair of large Blue Partridge
Brahmas in one pen near their back
door. In the next pen were some 12-
week-old offspring from the pair,
consisting of: A Blue Partridge pair, a
Splash Partridge female, and a Gold
male. Jack pointed out that these birds
were quite typical of the expected
percentages that you get from a Blue
Partridge pen. He then gifted me them
with the only proviso being that any
offspring come back to him (this
arrangement worked well). However,
before these original 4 birds matured,
for some reason I was also gifted their
parents, which were absolutely
outstanding in terms of quality. The
female laid really well, which was
contrary to what I’d heard about
Brahmas. I guess it was the infusion of
fresh blood to bring in the blue factor
not long previous.

I hatched many of these magnificent
birds and I was fascinated by them. I
recall one pen of about 10 females
with a male look stunning. The only
time I ever chipped into an egg to
hatch it, was successful (which I would
never usually advocate as it’s normally
always disastrous). But I just had the
feeling about this one chick, who had
been cheeping inside its shell for days.
It was either chip the shell for it or let
it die (I’m all for leaving chicks to hatch
no matter how long it takes, but
sometimes you get an inkling for
things). This male turned out to be
another Blue Partridge boy and grew
to have a lovely soft, pastel blue
colour. He wasn’t the biggest, but he
ended up breeding big sons and
daughters. 

After a few years of enjoying my Blue
Partridge, as well as Golds (a separate
pure line) and a line of Darks, they
eventually went to the Domestic Fowl
Trust to bolster their stocking levels. I
also brought in some Brahmas from
Chris Johnson Rare Breeds, Coventry,
to make my own line of Blue Partridge,
and interestingly Chris’ birds were a
slightly darker shade of blue than my
originals from Jack and Victoria.

By Grant Brereton

 The best large Silver Pencilled I ever bred!

 1 My first Blacks  
 2 Yours Truly with a Columbian male 1

 2
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Large Columbian Wyandottes

My first large fowl Columbian
Wyandottes were inspired by a female
that I somehow bred which looked
similar to what I wanted. She was
small though. She had mossy back
markings and died inexplicably one
day. So that was the end of that idea,
and it was Mario Griekspoor in 2001
who arranged a trio of large
Columbians to be imported for me. I
think they came from a breeder called
Bert Wagerink. These were so exciting
because I had never seen any
Columbians in the flesh before. In my
mind I was going to keep these
forever. 

The next year’s breeding would
produce some really favourable
results. I was amazed by how much
better the markings of the daughters
were compared to their mothers! That
was all 8 of them, and 32 males!
They weren’t the easiest to sex (as I
recall), and I’m sure some Light Sussex
breeders would agree. In the end, the
only sure way of knowing was the
observation that birds with a black
patch on the front of their comb were
always pullets. I don’t know why, of
course.

As usual, there was a bit of a buzz
around them, but the novelty soon
wore off, and it was difficult to get
any interest in them. I got the odd
enquiry year on year, but it was a case
of showing against yourself most of
the time, which as we know is no
fun!

Large Buff Columbian Wyandottes

My Buff Columbians were inspired by
seeing pics of them in the Wyandotte
Club of Australia newsletters and
seeing them at Dutch shows. I
couldn’t understand why we didn’t
have any over here. Some people
won’t know this, but my first attempt
at them was a Buff Sussex male over
Columbian Wyandotte females. This is
how I discovered dominance of white
legs over yellow legs. Obviously the
chicks were all rose-combed, as
expected, but I hadn’t though too
much about leg colour - only that it
was typical that the white legs would
win favour. I didn’t realise this was a
blessing in some ways, because

theoretically they could be bred out. 

However, this line soon went to
another interested breeder, who
didn’t take them any further. My new
attempt came from using a Partridge
male over Columbian females. I was
convinced by Brian Reeder of the US,
that it would work. Brian was heavily
into genetics and had read much of
Clive Carefoot’s work. This worked
and I got sex-linked offspring, but the
females were very mossy on the backs
and had horseshoe-shaped lacing
across their bodies. I was told that the
male - which looked Columbian but
also now had a gold factor from his
father (or technically, was only half
silver) - would need to go back to
Columbian females to clean up the
markings and get some Buff
Columbian females out. I bred one
pullet, which was so exciting, and it
was when crossing her back to her
impure for Columbian and Silver

father, that I got some Buff
Columbians out of both sexes. This
was really uplifting - creating your
own variety. But sadly, the interest in
them soon waned. I discovered that
enthusiasm needs keeping by the
originator if it is to be retained in
others. If you create something then
you have to stand by it - for life - if
you want it to thrive. 

In those days I would get a bit of
flack from those who vehemently
disagreed with the idea of new
colours. Probably because I was
forcing genetics down people’s
throats and being as subtle as a brick
and a bit too verbose for some
people’s liking. Fair enough. I think
the only thing I would say is that
being around Clive Carefoot at the
time and seeing his Chocolate-
Partridge Wyandottes, as well as the
Wernlas’ self-created autosexing
Cobar (based on Cochin), made it
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very difficult not to think ‘I want to
create something!’ Obviously Clive
was known for his decades of
breeding top-quality pure breeds, so
had ‘done his bit’ so to speak. But
facing the critics, I felt like an artist
being told you could only paint
Picasso or a musician being told you
could only do Beatles covers. Bringing
the vision of a new colour to life, for
me, was creative expression (which, is
in us all to some degree), but you can
understand why people would rather
the standardised colours be priority,
so that’s what I ended up coming full
circle to. New colours are great until
people can’t win best in show with
them, and even if the laborious
process of getting them standardised
is undertaken, the interest can still be
minimal; is it really worth it?

Large Black Wyandottes

I will always recall this year. It was
September 2000 and I would be
meeting acquaintance Rob Boyd at
Stoneleigh for the first time. I had
been looking for large Black
Wyandottes for a while - as you do
when you go through the phase of
having to have every available colour.
I saw that there was 2 trios entered
and I had £200 in cash to secure the
better trio with (must have had a job
back then!). One trio was entered by
Allan Brooker, and the other by Alma
Day. Both were nice, but Allan’s were
the pick of the two trios. I think their
scarcity made them more attractive. It
was now or never, because you just
didn’t see them around anywhere.
There was no Black Wyandotte
Facebook group back then!!

Sat in the cold Rank village hostel -
on our respective beds that evening,
looking at the brick walls, we realised
that this is what prison must be like.
Ooh it really wasn’t very homely to be
honest. There was a tiny sink in the
corner and about a foot between the
2 metal beds. Oh, and sheets and
pillows were extra!  So the only thing
that kept us going was looking at
photos of each other’s birds, and
sifting through this pink catalogue for
the sale that was about to commence
the following day - the RBST Rare
Breeds Sale. Rob would point out that
he knew virtually every fancier’s name
who was selling stock. You can’t

imagine it these days, but this sale was
the fanciers’ sale. I have never seen so
much good stuff for sale in one
building. I know many would agree.
Little did we know it would be the last.
It was so long ago that Britney Spears
was on the front cover of all the
newspapers the following day with a
huge snake carried on her shoulders
while performing at the MTV awards
or something?

Anyway, I fancied a few other things,
but it was the Blacks that I really
wanted. The excitement built up and
it was great socialising round the
pens with Mike German and Allan
Brooker - who were both Wyandotte
nuts, and who we were just getting
to know. In fact one trio of Silver
Laced pullets bought from Tony
Searle was split between, Rob, Mike
and yours truly. It sold for over £100.
When my Blacks were up, chance
would have it that the best trio was
sold second (so no second chances
here). The bidding went up to £170
before the annoying gent eventually
conceded. I couldn’t believe it! It
certainly raised a few eyebrows and
was unheard of for soft feather at
the time. I recall people coming up to
me saying: “Expensive Wyandottes
Grant!!” I didn’t care, I just smiled
because I had secured them.  But
when in the queue to pay, my rival
bidder approached me with a friendly
smile and uttered something to the
effect of ‘you weren’t going to give
up on those,’ which was all in good
spirit. Fair enough, I had won. But I
didn’t expect Rob to pipe up with:
“You’ve just cost him £170… Now
have sex and travel!!” I just looked
down. Was this southerners for you,
or just Rob? Either way, I was so
embarrassed and the guy just walked
off. I would have to get used to my
new friend. Thankfully, he would
never do that nowadays!

When it came to breeding my Blacks,
they were big old birds. They bred
really easily and when the final moult
came through with that beetle-green
feather - together with yellow legs
and red faces - it made for a
stunning site. The odd bird came
with a single comb and some leg
feathers, but that was hardly
surprising and likely came from an
Asiatic outcross in previous years.
They were a pleasure to keep but
eventually gave way to other colours.
It was pleasing to see that after
falling out of favour a bit, large
Blacks are now being entered in
bigger numbers at the winter classics. 

Till next time, I hope you’ve enjoyed
these notes and shared a few laughs
along the way.

Grant

 A Blue Partridge Brahma female from Jack Killeen

 Columbian females

 The Hamburghs. Christmas 1999

 Some juvenile self-created Buff Columbian males

 The Christmas Card that year


